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We have shown previouslyt) that the

longitudinal phonon dispersion curyes of

some amorphous solids, and simple liquids

are of phonon-roton type as observed in

Liq.He'. Such a behaviour seems to exist

also in liquid metals. The purpose of the

present note is to discuss the longitudinal

phonons in liquid Ne, Kr and Xe, from

the viewpoint of the law of corresponding

r) Peruanent address: Department of Phy-
sics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo.

state(LCS)and tO present some predic‐

tions about the dispersion curveso  This

may be of ▼ alue since experi:nental in_

vesdgations of phonOns of these liquids are

qunte scarce。

Consider systems which are describOd
by the sameサpe of pair potentials φO〓
CXr/め,Wherec and α are wstem‐dependent
constants having dilnensions of energy and

length, respectivelyo lf we scale ▼ arious

▼ariables with c,α and atOmic mass二

in such a waly that all the variables be‐

come dhensionless(for ettmple rホ=r/α,
Иホ=λ/プル偽α8),the Hamil"nian becomes

Hネ=耳′̀8/2+尋ノω)

in the classical “se, and

″

H申=_И*2/(2π)8耳卜7`*8/2)十コス4)

in the quantum‐ mechanical eLSeo This
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means that in the classical case all the

relations between new reduced variables

do not depend on M, s and a, and in the
quantum-mechanical case they depend on

A* only. The reduced quantities pertain-

ing to phonon dispersion curves are a*:
^/ U-Ti aa (circular frequency) , k*:a,k
(wave vector), T*:kaT I e (temperature)

and g*: &r -N fo* (number density). It

is shown that phonon dispersion curves

themselves are given by the relation

a*(k* ,  p+,7*)

if the quantum effect can be neglected.

This is the LCS for the phonon disper-

sion curves.*)

Deviation from t.he LCS may come from

the .following origins:
(1) The systems cannot be described by

pair potentials.
(2) There are deviations in the function-

al form of the pair potential, f(r!t).
(3) Quantum effects.

Guggenheim (1948) has shown that for

thermodynamical quantities the LCS is

valid in a wide range. Rice (1968) has

shown that for transport coefrcients the

LCS is valid for elements belonging to

the same column in the periodic table.

However, for quantities which refect rath-

er directly the microscopic structure of

the systems under consideration, we cannot

always expect that the LCS works well.

For the phonon dispersion curves, how-

ever, we know some empirical results

which support the validity of LCS. ff we

use the results of the semi-empirical theory

of Gupta (1968)t) on FCC Ne, Ar, Kr and

Xe at T*:P*:0, and use the values of

parameters used by de Boerr2) we can see

that the LCS is valid except for Ne. De-

r) A similar idea has been used by Horton
and Irech (19631.e1 However, k* defined by
them is difiereut from ours and their method
does not seem to be useful in discusgin8 qt'an'

tum efiects.
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viations from LCS in the case of Ne may

be ascribed to the quantum effect. To

find how to handle the quantum efrect, let

us see Fig. 1, which shows alf.' (1*) and

V.*(1*) (atomic volume) including Her')

and Het.t) Although He' and Her have

crystal structures different fron others
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Fig. 1. Maximum frequencies of phonons and
atomic volumes of rare-gas golids. Points
+, O, A, ! and x represent the values
of Hes, Her, Ne, Ar, I& and Xe, respec-
tively Signs 1 and 2 show that values of
@f.- corresllond to that of. Vo* of the same
sign.

and are obviously not in corresponding

states, co*.' and V 
"* 

are seen to be mone

tone functions of l*. It has been found

that some other quantities pertaining to

phonons are monotone functions of A*.

These circumstances are already seen for

several other quantities.l)

Now let us apply the LCS to the rare-

gas liquids. Phonon dispersion curveg

have been obtained experimentally only for

11"r o) and Ar.t) The measurements were

done under the conditions, T*:0.79 (94"K) ,
P*-4.7X10-E,  V.*-1 for  Ar  and T*:0.11

(1.1"K) ,  P*:5.5 X 10-c, V.*:2.L for Hef .

Roughly we may suppose that these are

in corresponding states. But if we plot

the dispersion curres, w€ find that the

LCS is not valid at all (Fig. 2). To rem'

edy this we consider the values of a*
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Fig. 2. l.ongitudinal phonon dispersion curves
of rare-gas liquids.

and h* at the first peak, the first minimum

and the second peak of the dispersion

curves, which are (20.5,3.75) , (6.92, 6.65)

and (17.2,10.2) for Ar and (3.19, 2.&5),
(1.98, 4.92) and (4.01,6.84) for He'. The

facts mentioned above that the longitudinal
phonon dispersion curves of the rare-gas
liquids are of phonon-roton type, and that

some quantities associated with phonons

are monotone functions of tl|, suggest

that also these quantities are monotone

functions of /l*. Here let us adopt

the hypothesis t}at these ( (orr, lf) of the

first peak, etc.) are linear functions of /l*.

In this way we obtain the estimates for

Ne, Kr and Xe as shown in the Table.
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Table I. Eetimat€d values of (o, h) for Ne,
Kr and Xa Values of o4 h, ? aud P are
measured by the unitg 101ts-1, lGcsr-t, 'K,

and ltr dyn cn-t, respectively.

lrt peak 1* minimuml

ω 同 T I  P

N e 78 1.4 2:l 2.3 6.8 3.5 2。511

Kr 7.4 1.1 2,5 1.8 6.4 2,8 1311 2

X e 6.6 1。0 2.2 L.7 5.7 2.7 1811 2.2
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